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Operator: 
The views, thoughts, and opinions expressed by speakers or guests on this podcast belong solely to them and do not necessarily reflect 
those of the hosts, the moderators, or Deloitte. 
 
Welcome to Architecting the Cloud, part of the On Cloud Podcast, where we get real about Cloud Technology, what works, 
what doesn't and why. Now here is your host Mike Kavis. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
Welcome to the Deloitte’s Architecting the Cloud Podcast, I’m your host Mike Kavis, and I’m here with Damon Edwards Co-Founder and 
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Chief Product Officer of Rundeck and a frequent speaker on “Operations DevOps” and pretty much everything Cloud related. Damon 
welcome to the show, it is good to see you again I didn’t see you for a year now it seems like I’m running to you every week. 
 
Damon Edwards: 
Yes. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
In the last few weeks. 
 
Damon Edwards: 
We are going to the right places. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
Yes, I’m going to right places. 
 
Damon Edwards: 
Thank you for having me. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
Absolutely, tell us a little bit about your background and what you’re working on these days? 
 
Damon Edwards: 
Yes, I mean the speed version used to be as the Managing Partner of a consulting company called DTO Solutions, we did a lot of pipeline 
building that’s how I met you, this whole DevOps thing came along, we’re automation guys people kept asking us hey what’s up with -- 
why is one company been really successful with this same set of tools, and we kind of pioneered a loosely-coupled toolchain and a lot of 
that, and we know the other company has been successful but we’re not, and we know we’re doing the same things and we talk to them 
what’s going on, and it really got us into lean in the whole understanding the organizational (0:01:00) forces and really kind of became 
these sort of organizational whisperers, and then that really became one of the key things we brought DTO in, was how do you bring 
these DevOps ideas? His lean ideas into large enterprises, it is not as easy as if you have a startup you really don’t have DevOps problems 
because you can get all hundred people in the room and say we’re not going to do that we’re going to do this right problem solved. Well 
I’m making lighter of that obviously it’s not that easy but in a large multinational enterprise like we search from “Shaun Norris” this 
DevOps Enterprise Summit Conference 60 plus countries with all their own regulation like the Standard Chartered Bank, 86,000 people 
around the globe it’s a much more difficult thing to unpack, 150 years of history in the bank and 30 plus years of technology. So we have 
become known for helping port those ideas to these large enterprises but we’re always sort of on the Op-side, we were kind of Ops going 
towards Dev which was a very unique perspective in the world (0:02:00) which most people are kind of Dev towards Ops in the DevOps 
Conversation, and one of the things projects we had early on in our toolchain building days was product called Rundeck that was a 
platform an automation platform and really the community just the Open Source Project jogging along took us toward this idea of self-
service operations that’s what Rundeck became to them it was the self-service operations towards I think we can talk about in a little bit 
later, and so because of that we’re like wow this enthusiasm for this. Firstly something here is something we can kind of pioneer to help 
operations catch up in these transformations and that led us to founding Rundeck and it’s been growing great ever since. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
Cool, and I go to a lot of DevOps and Cloud and then you’re always one of my favorite speakers and the reason why is because you’re 
hitting on something that I struggled with my startup life and it’s not talked about a lot so what I’m seeing is when we talk about DevOps, 
we always talk about build and deploy but what you always hit on is what happens on the run, so talk about that what you see? (0:03:00) 
 
Damon Edwards: 
First of all thank you, for the kind words on my talks, yes so it’s I think like it outflows I think from the project base mentality of 
organizations. You get a raise for delivering something, oh like that Mike Kavis guy he’s going somewhere, he took us to the Cloud or he 
delivered X or he delivered Y right? It’s never like Mike Kavis he really made our operations run more efficient right, your name is not 
being whispered about in the boardroom as an up-and-comer, so I think people get very focused on that, also I think in the technology 
point of view it’s like fun to build new things it’s exciting, you never want to think about what’s going to happen after deployment right 
partly for those political reasons I talked about and also partly because it’s just not - it just brings reality into it right? Which is Ops happens 
its easy euphemism there right, and things go wrong or and that’s not often or things go right, right? And things get your traffic blows 
up. 
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So yes so people tend to not want to talk about the operations side (0:04:00) until they’re in operations right and the reality is operations 
is your business that’s what makes you main unless you sell software, package software operations is your business that is what makes 
you money that is your store front, that is how your internal operations there’s no long ago well the payroll systems down for six hours 
and that runs a little bit late it’s like your business is off right. So that is why operations are so important and it’s an area that we don’t 
talk about as much also the build side the Dev and the test side has had 17, 18 years of agile seeping into their brains whether they’re 
doing it or not the ideas were there, the books were there, it’s in the tools, it’s in the kind of the air. On the Ops side 1989 ITIL that was 
like the last great Intellectual Movement right so one the commanding control and the silos and tickets all that goes with that, so it’s really 
easy for the Dev side of it oh! yes we don’t know about this so keep this transformer or its pipelines (0:05:00) it’s all about time to market 
getting to market right it’s not about the overall how we’re running as a business and the operations is where all this toil and work - extra 
work comes in that slows the whole organization down. This is not just development we actually did a - back in my consulting life we did 
a study with a group called Liatrio and looked at the different cost,  common customers and looked at how much of a development teams 
time large enterprises was taken up by operational toil, environments aren’t ready - environment differences APIs there was one way in 
development different way in testing or production, the random phone calls hey you’re App is slow in production why, you’re like I haven’t 
seen production I have no idea. Right all of that blowback and these organizations it’s like 30% I don’t know exact numbers but it’s like 
30% to like 65% of the development teams time is chewed up with that kind of stuff right, so it’s not just operations managing operations 
but it blows back and slows down entire organizations (0:06:00) and so we know we have to focus on helping operations get fully into 
this transformation mode. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
Yes, and you had and in your presentation day you had a great I don’t know how you did it left or right slide it went on for weeks but it 
was showing like if you took a – I think real world example of there’s an issue in all the stuff you had to go through to get there and 
everyone was laughing because that’s everybody’s life right? 
 
Damon Edwards: 
Yes it’s the incident no one wants to talk about right and this story was just a true story it’s actually a real company, real incidents, and it 
was like the start off all - stage the transformations and they’re doing the DevOps they were in SRE team, and they’re doing Agile and 
Digital Transformation and they’ve got Cloud and Kubernetes and it’s amazing and it’s like no one talks about yes but what happens 
afterwards right, and there was this just another Tuesday that’s a real incident that took all day and it was just this big whoa if you’re 
involved and they had a restart and they blew more things up as the Law of Unintended Consequences (0:07:00) all over the place and it 
was all the new infrastructure, all new teams and everyone’s like that was our Tuesday right because this is what it’s like to work in 
enterprise operations where you have 20, 30 years of often have technology and even within those different generations technology 
have different iterations of here is a way to web apps and this year you did web apps, the next year and we got Container stuff over here, 
we got Mainframe stuff over there and then we have 20, 30 years of people right and their skills and their philosophies how they view 
the world, and it becomes a complex system, that failure is inevitable and that the way I did that presentation was just retelling that tale, 
the tale of woe and people laugh because it’s true right it’s like. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
It was like group therapy. 
 
Damon Edwards: 
Someone asked me how do you write that? I’m like I didn’t the joke write them self this is really, this is you don’t laugh, you cry right. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
Yes so the one thing that I took out of that is as you mentioned in the beginning is they have all these new technologies, they have SRE, 
they have DevOps right these are always the magic bullets it’s supposed (0:08:00) to solve all the problems, and I had a tweet recently 
because I keep running into people who are DevOps Engineers which it just means they were Ops people and now they write like scripts 
and now they’re rebranding themselves to SRE’s. 
 
Damon Edwards: 
Alright, alright well there is a LinkedIn driven reason for that too I think if you put DevOps so if you can’t change it in your life you can 
change your company change your company, so like the pro-tip is you get your boss be like I don’t need a rise this year if but really want 
to be a DevOps Engineer because that’s where the future is going, and then as soon as they do that their LinkedIn is going to blow-up 
and they’re going to get an offer for 50% rise to work somewhere else, and I think you see that little bit of that force going in SRE too 
which is like oh this is the future I need to be labeled in SRE as well, and it’s unfortunate because I mean I think they’re hard doing the 
right place at the moment to say it’s career advancement and also I think they want to do those things but the companies aren’t 
internalizing that’s a different way of working, right it’s not just a title switch, it’s not just a reskilling because it’s yes there’s some new 
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skills that you need (0:09:00) to learn along the way but fundamentally it’s about how the organization approaches its work that’s the 
success or the failure, we saw that in the DevOps side and I think we’re going to see that in the SRE world as well. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
So the people I see are making headway in SRE or actually changing organizational structure so not only they’ve putting a group together 
and call SRE but they’re living and breathing with the product team, with the developers where I don’t see it working is where there is still 
a silo and they’re just rebranding themselves as a SRE and they’re doing a lot of building new platform work and - so what are the keys 
to success. If you’re going to move to SRE model first of all what does that mean and everyone just because Google does it doesn’t mean 
its going to work for you, what advice would you give company that wants to on that path what should they start thinking about?   
 
Damon Edwards: 
First of all I think it's good to know that how Google does it, how like LinkedIn does it, how Netflix does alright how Disney is coming on 
how they’re doing it – right, they don’t look the same. People (0:10:00) understand it it's doesn’t look this is DevOps is not the same 
because reality is they’re focusing on how they work what are the ways that people work and I think actually the Google folks do a very 
good job of explaining this where Steven Thorne actually at the DevOps Enterprise Summit in London listed this out and it’s like air 
budgets with consequences. If you have air budgets with consequences you are starting on SRE path if you don’t you’re not doing SRE, 
and the idea is that they it’s all about building feedback loops and they have these shared responsibility models where they say the 
development, the operations, and the business are going to get together and say this is a service level indicator this is the indicator of 
business driving and kind of indicator of service, and this is the service level objective how good we need to be at it like the difference 
and the difference between perfection and that SLO is what we call the air budgets, because that means that as long as we’re meeting 
that all three parties agree that this is good and now lets experiment, do other things with that extra kind of budget up there, (0:11:00) 
but the idea is that drives a shared responsibility model because if that service level objective is broken the air budget is error-case 
people some will think air and they get confused but the air budget is blown then development has to come, it’s their responsibility they 
have to swarm to figure out what is this problem and the business has to accept that development is not going to be doing those new 
features it may be just a temporary kind of swarmed to figure it out it might be actually paying down some technical debt whatever it’s a 
shared responsibility model and that’s SRE right? And there is also things like that we need to be managing their toil limits - SRE’s need 
to have time to make tomorrow better than today. So they’re saying for a particular group or team over a certain period of time will look 
at the work that’s they call toil which is not adding an enduring value to the organization should have been automated and kind of scales 
when early repetitive versus engineering work which requires human creativity, (0:12:00) requires it’s adding enduring value to the 
company right it’s creating value. If we have too much toil going on we’re not getting the full value that human capital so they can’t make 
tomorrow better than today we need again we need to stop, we need to swarm figure out how we rescue that team help that team fight 
back that toil because if they - all that toil gets crowded out we got this engineering kind of bankruptcy where they don’t have the time 
to not only move the business forward they don’t have time to even fight off all that work that chewing up their time and they’re just 
stuck in this kind of downward spiral so that’s another thing it’s like it’s dramatically different way of looking at things and also I know 
more than the Google model, but other folks are talking about this as well to operations is not a right, right that this is post people minds 
that you - that development has to have the operational capability to operate their own service in production until it passes a certain set 
of criteria and then only then and it’s with the peer discretion of the SRE organization, (0:13:00) if they will accept like the care and feeding 
of that responsibility of the care feeding of that application and then that shared responsibility model comes into play. 
 
Otherwise the developers they carry the pager they maintain a full operational responsibility and the burden of that service, and you 
know they have a lot of platform tooling and sort of guardrails in place to make that possible but that is wildly different then you think 
about a lot of sort of interesting I told sort of kind of inspired mentality which is if it’s in production it must become to operations well 
that means that developments are going to go on a marketing budget right that stated we’ve promised we’re going to launch on this date 
so developments like Ops you’ve got to get that here’s your half-baked you know here is your half-baked pizza take a blowtorch and try 
to finish it off scale a metaphor but try to get try to get it done because it’s going and it’s going to be production and your responsibility 
versus say no, no, it’s development you run it here’s the pagers you guys bet some SREs on your team (0:14:00) you have the platform 
and tooling to make that happen but it’s your responsibility until you pass this criteria, then we will kind of help share the responsibility 
now they do have like a production readiness checklist that they will come and consult on to say we can say you can even get the 
production with you managing it until you pass the checklist so it’s not like an adversarial relationship but there is definitely these controls 
put into place these feedback mechanisms like that is the genius of the SRE model is those the feedback mechanisms it makes the 
organization work better together. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
And large companies struggle with that because they have this separation of duty’s definition rather than policy rather than saying we 
need a separation duties they say separation duties need to be done like X. 
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Damon Edwards: 
Right yes and you can you can do separation of duties in all of these models of people the people talk about he can look forward it’s not 
it's a different look different in its implementation but all of the actually more in control (0:15:00) that’s if you’ll get there the quality is 
better, they’re more control and they move faster so good luck fighting against that. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
And the last question this was on a slide you’re talking about the other day about problem solving and in the old model the people have 
contacts are kind of at the mercy for the people at the far end of the spectrum or maybe in management or some other they’re so 
removed from the problem and kind of the goals of SRE and so many other things as to flip that and the people with the context of the 
problem are empowered to solve the problem so explain that a little bit? 
 
Damon Edwards: 
Yes I mean it’s really saying that I mean this is a complex system right there’s no way around that you have a complex set of services on 
your side you can’t really well it’s all the services all the interactivity combined with all the user traffic and unexpected things can happen 
so we’ve when you’re working on a complex system you need the people closest to the problem to be empowered to actually feel and 
see what’s going, the other context is to solve the problem, (0:16:00) right and we’ve seen a lot of organizations as you’re using this kind 
of escalation kind of authority model to say that I’m going to escalate up to somebody with this authority and they’re going to decision 
right? And they’re going to protect us somehow from this decision and for anybody who’s actually kind of goes and looks at how the work 
is done, if you especially in a complex system if you’re more than three degrees away from the keyboard or three or more degrees from 
the keyboard you really don’t know what’s going on, you really don’t have the full context you’re working on a old mental model or folklore 
or you are just making a, you know educated guess. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
You are winging it? 
 
Damon Edwards 
You are winging it, yeah exactly, versus saying the people that are one degree or two degrees from the keyboard how do you enable 
them to make those decisions - part of that is giving them the right tooling part of them is also give them giving them the ability to do 
that so you put in the right guardrails in place, you’re making sure you have the right visibility and contacts that they need to get their 
job done but how do you fundamentally (0:17:00) shift things left to me, is that’s where the problem is, right is the full escalation chain, 
because it looks like it’s goes back to lean and demi right, quality by external inspection doesn’t work we’ve already learned this in every 
other industry you have to bake quality into the process. So how do you bake quality into the process? You make it so the people who 
are closely doing the work the hands on the keyboard make it happen, have the enablement and the tooling in the guardrails to take 
action themselves right. And that’s a fundamental way a different way of looking at things again it’s totally at odds with kind of what we’ve 
been taught in this sort of silo’ed command and control, quality by internal inspection that is sort of the ITIL mindset coming from 1989. 
Now I know the ITIL folks saying that oh we’re going to change that and we’re going to bake all these things in there and ITIL 4 is coming 
someday and I’m not sure that’s not my we’ll see what goes out the other end but fundamentally these people are achieving (0:18:00) 
high velocity organizations and achieving these results better faster and cheaper are doing it this different more self-regulating way and 
they’re very much under control, they’re very much in compliance and they’re you know really kicking butt and there’s old ways to have 
a gun is there. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
Write me a good friend of mine told me the story years ago there’s a hot sauce company and I had all these innovation centers they’re 
trying to figure out how to sell more and finally they had a Town Hall and a guy stood up there and said we’re going to we’re going to 
start going to you people in the field to figure out how do we need this one guy on the line just yells out make the hole bigger and like 
that it made the hole bigger and guess what people start using it faster and they sold their sales went up, but it 10 years ago, so eye on 
the line right. 
 
Damon Edwards: 
Yes, yes the context is right you got a you have to and I think the unfortunate part is people look at that as like it’s anarchy you want 
anarchy and it’s like no not at all and people said the same way about continuous delivery (0:19:00) like oh it’s nuts just let developers 
deploy whatever they want to production like you’re just a you’re a moral anarchist right and I think when you actually see what happens 
like no they’re actually under they’re wow they’re actually getting better quality how is that possible, well they’re actually more in control 
it’s like to say you can go faster - what allows a racecar to go faster is not the engine, it’s the brakes, because you fly off the road alright 
so they’re building better brakes and better steering into their processes and faster feedback loops and that is how that they’re achieving 
these results. So it’s not, hear people out when they bring these ideas in because they’re not and not advocating anarchy, they’re not 
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advocating a lack of control they’re actually advocating a way to have more control and have higher quality while going faster which 
means we’re doing things cheaper. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
And sometimes the winners are ones fastest pick through right? 
 
Damon Edwards: 
Yes that’s part of it. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
So thanks for our discussion - it's great as always where can we find you on Twitter, (0:20:00) and where may we go find some of your 
blogs and even you have YouTube presentations and slideshows and all that on? 
 
Damon Edwards: 
Sure so on Twitter most my stuff @DamonEdwards all one word, I blog a lot now on Rundeck blogs rundeck.com/blog most of conference 
stuff and things I’ll post there as well we do a lot of talking about tickets, it’s not really the kind of corporate product blog, it’s meant talk 
about tickets, talk about SRE lot about SRE sort of bringing all these Lean and DevOps ideas into operations and of course talk a lot about 
self-service operations kind of being that’s one of our I think our fundamental mission is to bring that to large scale organizations, all 
organization so they can start to decouple so they can move faster we can get out of people’s way but stay under control right which is 
the key part you got to have, you got to have both better faster and cheaper it is possible. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
Do you also still have the podcasts going? 
 
Damon Edwards: 
Yeah we do - John Willis and I do a podcast called the “DevOps Café” I think it’s been going on for like six years now (0:21:00) and it’s 
probably Episode 90 maybe I mean we definitely quality over quantity it’s hard scheduling, but it’s a long form interview it seems like an 
hour, it’s like a roundtable type thing we try to really get sort of high value really interesting people on it and we have a good following 
everywhere I go we hear people like you need to do more episodes but it’s like we have jobs to do but we’re going to do more of those, 
www.devopscafe.org and you get on iTunes and yes. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
Cool thanks so that’s our show for today you can find more podcasts like this from myself and my colleague David Linthicum by searching 
Deloitte On Cloud Podcasts, so we’ll see you next time on Architecting the Cloud. 
 
Operator: 
Thank you for listening to Architecting the Cloud, part of the On Cloud Podcast with Mike Kavis.  Connect with Mike on Twitter, LinkedIn 
and visit the Deloitte On Cloud blog at www.deloitte.com/us/deloitte-on-cloud-blog.  Be sure to rate and review the show on your favorite 
podcast app. 
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